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Art Of Letting Go
 
And so now I'll sing you a song of farewell
This feet are entangled, waiting for the bell
Took the challenge to read this stolid being
But I'm left in this horizon yearning
 
Was there with thousands of questions unanswered
Made a move, unaware I myself floundered
The girl once determined to know the deepest side of you
Fought but failed, searched everywhere but haven't got a clue
 
Looked back the junction, feeling's empty for both you and I
Two souls invincible, you changed the latter but made her cry
Cry of a love prematurely awakened
a heart once was hard amazingly softened
 
Teary-eyed letting go of someone who's never mine
Who dappled my life, introduced the word 'fine'
Time to go, appreciate your deep silent loving
Raise it up to the mighty One, I'll just wait here reminiscing
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Don'T Be Afraid
 
Don't be afraid of anything coz I'm here
You can hold my hands if you're scared
Don't be even if you're at the edge of the ray
For I'll give you light enough to brighten your darkest day
 
Scary so it seems where we are right now
I feel you, could read you, just be strong though
Just ride this trip I'm in control of
Let's get high, no lies, no cries
 
Don't be afraid, be true, it shows in your eyes
Let go of the rope, believe and don't ask why
Can't promise you nor give you anything for we're unripe
But don't wanna lose this worthy fight
 
I know nothing's certain, but i know this is special
Motions are working for itself for you and me
Both of us understands the reason why we should stand
In the long run everything will be worth it
So just please... DON'T BE AFRAID..
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Endless
 
Emptiness filling me out in the darkness
Found in the nothingness of the spaces
Battling inside to break free from bondage
Reaching out for your hand not breakage
 
Fill me with your love everlasting
Find me in the fullness of the heavens
Victory is mine to possess
In my hand the sweetness of success
 
My Lord, love uncomparable i have with you
Your grace fills every part of me
Caress my longingness to devour
Make visible to me the endlessness of forever
 
Your mystery is mine to uncover
Lasting friendship, love and affection
The power that's pulling me closer
Is my grateful heart's desire
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F.R.I.E.N.D.S.
 
Friendship, the most sang song ever written
Most fulfilled promise ever been done
With friends secrets are not made to be hidden
Discerning each other's what makes them one
 
 
Got the ugliest flaw tattooed in my life
Have the poorest humor developed in strife
But why does a friend easily forsakes?
Yes, forsakes the deepest pitfall none could ever break
 
Everything could be summarized just to YOU
Thanks for listening to the dumbest story in history
For crying and laughing with me till the darkness fades
And for rising up with me with new hope to invade
 
Relationship far deeper than anything else
Two spirits, one belief, zero % falling apart
Our hair could grow white, our love will never grow old
Bones could grow brittle, still we'll be together
... through it all...
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Lost In My Own Home
 
Here i go again walking round and round
 
left the place but caught myself on the same ground
 
just turned about your face yesterday
 
turned on the rock in me
 
but drowned to my oceans and say
 
how can i keep myself from you
 
wrapped with scars from wars you thought have never existed
 
walked myself back home that just led me back to where you rested
 
digging myself to the core to find a piece of me
 
found myself broken with a piece missing
 
with waters dropping on the ground, please give it back to me
 
tried searching for that lost part when i looked
 
looked around seeing you all around here when i see
 
not just a part but all was what you captured and now
 
im lost in you but you dont even know im there
 
you dont know coz you dont even care
 
if you dont then should i also be when you’re my home?
 
if you’re my home then where else should i go?
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Natural
 
He's like the sweetest honey on your tongue
His words like the most precious promise ever been done
Spend a little a little time with him and you'll see
You'll fall without even knowing you'd be
 
Moments penetrating my defenses
Conversations unlocking my deepest darkest secrets
If you're sad he can definitely make you laugh
You'll surely realize his being is really tough
 
Actions a lover does is his natural being
His life like a movie of love in the making
But this guy loves all the roses
And just pick the one that satisfies his senses
 
Normally you'll just do this if you feel that
But for him just don't hope because no it's not
You'll just be disappointed if you'll think that he's in love with you
Because the things he does that made you fall
is just part of his natural being
and not because he feels something special for you...
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Play Pretend
 
Sometimes it's so hard just to look you in the eye
For you might see through me filled by you
At times being with you seemed to be very distant
Separated by the space I set to be safe from me
 
Was caught keeping your picture with me
Your eyes searched without a single word
Flipped through the pages I wrote for you
Found a mark, noticed I know who
 
Let's play pretend we know nothing
Communicating in such an uneasy way
Denying to ourselves the truth beyond lies
Mysterious emotions heating out deep inside
 
Guided, the clock's still silently ticking
Compatibility test still slowly completing
ONe soul  dwelling in two bodies have part
Anticipated union made to be known from God's art...
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Secret Love
 
I'm feeling something but wasn't spoken
I'm assuming a fire but nothing's burning
Hearing sweet words that's nonesense
Trembling for every words without an essence
 
How could i just let it be
Letting you get through my defenses
Thinking there could possibly be something
Lying behind each and every gazes
 
Everytime we talk it seems everlasting
Wishing time would stop ticking
Heartbeat's racing with every thought
Melting myself to sweat with each puffing word
 
Oh God how could i feel this so early
How could i be so happy when he's with me
Lord if this feeling is not honoring your name
Please let it stop as you stop the rain
 
But if this is what you plan for the future
Please help me wait for your perfect time
Perfectly crafted to be used by you Oh Lord
Is my heart's desire more than making him mine
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Silent Breaker
 
Teary-eyed I'm wandering within your presence
Before I'm found in you, now I'm lost in all sense
Sharp words puffing out you never realize
Heart was broken, fixed and again with just a roll of a dice
 
Insensitivity wrapped all around you
Disappointment eating me up and I'm blue
Inconsistent soul moving within each other's world
Uncertainty, noone's even daring to be bold
 
Love-strucked for a couple of moment I was
Destroyed, the feeling's slowly fading and will pass
Tomorrow's unpredictable will it still be the same?
I'm messing up, I'm crying out, beuatiful Lord I'm in pain
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The Moon’s Sun
 
So long have the moon waited for the sun
 
Here it rose romantically at dawn
 
Shortly they shared each other’s company
 
And wave bye at each other eye to eye
 
 
 
Sometimes, covered by the clouds you won’t see the moonlight
 
At times rain tries to hinder the sunlight
 
It’s just so fairly hard
 
But God knows one should give up the card
 
 
 
Oh how I love the sun shinning upon me
 
It’s feel, caress, and touch heating me up radiantly
 
But like how the moon got used to her sun’s goodbye
 
I will as well as the Almighty sings me a lullaby…
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The Notebook
 
Significant someone without acknowledgment
Everyday your pages call me  to write
Tender silence can be so open
w/ letters I make the most out of the night
 
I open yours, slowly u make me open mine
Boldness is real and is sealed
Thoughts unfolding just w/ hand's motion
Reveal everything that shouldn't be spoken
 
Decipher the entries made to release uncertainty
Cry the tears of emotion hidden behind
Unfathomable joy trapped to come out in the open
Deciphering u should read between the lines
 
Closing, covering this horizon's mile
Verity turning vanity if changed in time
My notebook don't perish just stay w/ me
Be still, hold on, don't be afraid
I know someday change will cease to be known
I know someday change will cease to be known
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This Dance
 
My soul is dancing in unpredictable motions
 
Graceful feet moving in to my emotion
 
Feels like a flower blooming in spring
 
When your hand touches mine
 
and now together we swing
 
Now you’re taking the lead in the ball of our lives
 
with feet pointed and hands in the air
 
im making the most out of my life
 
expressions you show are heavy yet simple
 
dancing in your melody now
 
we can never get it too gracious nor to slow
 
from time to time they get your eyes off of me
 
the floor gets gloomy when you sometimes intentionally leave me
 
but in time and again you come back
 
and in time again we dance the dance
 
that noone can ever fulfil but just the two of us
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Those Rainy Days
 
Pale blood running through my veins
 
Clothe me with coldness in the falling rain
 
Each dropp falls like spring tears
 
Trying to hold it back before reaching the ground
 
and unfold all my fears
 
Though I’m with you still it constantly ppurs
 
Struggling for survival though the cloud is yours
 
Reminiscing the sweet rainy days
 
God help me forget hugs and kisses’ taste
 
I hate how much i love the rain
 
Though it’s hurting me, with open arms I embrace the pain
 
Yes, he’s aware that he’s soaking me wet
 
He’s got all of me, drained and dried… there’s nothing left
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Turning Point
 
My hands are shaking
My tears are flowing
When my loneliness starts to appear
The air you breathe whispers in my ear
 
My mind is bursting
My wounds were crying
Your healing touch eases the pain
Bitterness and grief cease to remain
 
I looked for somebody but there's none
One day you came and my life changed
I usually bump the edge so painful
My turning point became you
Now all I think that's impossible is living without you..
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Unblinded
 
Places I've been to are paradise with fading fragrance
Memories that was once treasured
Lost its value once measured
People I've known was so called friend without an essence
Reminiscing all of those that was adored
Realizing all of it was unworthy allured
 
Love that's within me now undoubtingly uncomparable
Feels like heaven, tastes like vices, visions like ambitions
Sun rises, sun sets, change doesn't exist
Constant lifts, consistent spirit ages will never forget
 
Songs of the music I could hear joyful sound
Breathe of thy soul moving me harmoniously
Whisper it to me like a flute blown in sweet melody
Endlessness I beg you, coz within these arms I'm found
 
Tomorrow's mysteriously unpredictable
Like emotions invisibly intangible
What's unknown will soon be revealed
Stay with me as we unfold what was yield
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Uncommitted
 
I'm soaked in your stare
Irresistible talk, can't get up the chair
We're holding hands just in my mind
In the coldness of the air I feel you're embrace
 
Time runs so fast, I hate it
Just love being with you
So let's not end this breathtaking moment
I'm learnng there's something special
Do you feel it too?
 
Can't lie but i can't hide
Just need to remain unspoken
Your actions are audible to my heart
Interpretation needs confirmation
 
Having a hard time handling this alone
Can you feel the rain dropp during my dawn?
This uncommitted love breaks me to pieces
Whole again not until I meet your bold spirit...
What should i do then?
Tell me... Is there any US?
 
Time will reveal things we're uncertain of
Be steadfast, hold on, just taste honey and chili on
This will be challenging would you stay with me?
Anything can change, no assurance, should i be sorry?
Or could this be the beginning of a never ending story?
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Walking, Wanting, Trying…
 
I saw a connection on a mirror,
 
sick and broken….
 
My sight fell on the ground,
 
And I see no colors, no pictures
 
but an image of a man,
 
carrying all emotions with sins,
 
a fault that He never did…..
 
No air, can’t breathe
 
He struggles so many times…
 
It’s a classic, no jokes…
 
emply handed, but have a real confession
 
behind that scenery, I cried so hard,
 
I sat on the floor, flashed back
 
“Do you love me? ! Son…., do you know me? ? ”
 
I honor you as my Father.. I owe you..
 
Sorry, I have so many faults, sinful desires,
 
I used names as my tool, …wanting so much
 
I seek you, I will do it, .. help me..
 
You are changing me, You will change me…
 
I need Your touch, I want to reach Your voice
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I will lay with You…
 
I will dream with Your presence…
 
I will sleep, hearing Your whispers…
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